Introduction.
The object of this paper is to improve the author's results in [7] about the distribution adjoint of an elliptic linear operator L and the associated potential theory. Under weaker hypotheses on the coefficients than in [7] we obtain again a connection with M™® Herv^s construction of the adjoint of a given harmonic sheaf in axiomatic potential theory. The first step in the proof of this is a regularity theorem for distribution solutions of the equation L*a == 0, which we prove in a more general setting. Results of this type can be found in Agmon-Douglis-Nirenberg [1, p. 722] and Browder [4, p. 188] . Our regularity hypotheses are slightly weaker than theirs, and we assume a priori only that u is locally integrable, which seems to be the most natural hypothesis.
Our further results are entirely analogous to those of [7] , concerning the adjoint harmonic measure and the Dirichlet problems for L a,nd L*. For |oc| < r we assume a^ e L^c(^o)-The adjoint of L is defined by L*u= S (-l^'D^u) |a|^r for any locally integrable u, where the derivatives are taken in the sense of distributions. 
where we ^(R") has its support in {\x\ ^ 1} and equals 1 in {|.r| ^ 1/2}. Now apply (2.4) to
The left-hand side of (2.4) will then be
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Since we have precise estimates of the derivatives of ^p -â nd F, we easily find that product and the behaviour of F, the first and third integrals in (2.7) are in Lfoc(co) for p < nj{n -1). The same is true of the second integral, except possibly for the term
But this is a function of y which is dominated by a convolution | u^| * K where K e L 1 and K ^ 0 in R\ Hence, our Lemma implies that u e Lfoc(^) tor p < n/(n -1), since ^ is arbitrary. Then we can improve the estimates of the terms in (2.7), and after repeated applications of our Lemma we get that u e L^c(<^). Using (2.7) again, we then see that u coincides a.e. in co with a continuous function.
If n is even, there may occur a logarithmic term in F, which we avoid in the following way. Take .7), and the proof carries over. It follows that ^ and thus also u coincide a.e. wdth continuous functions, and Theorem 1 is proved.
Second-order operators.
From now on we assume that L = SaW/O^.O^. + Sa^/o^ + a is an elliptic second-order operator in O.o with real coefficients satisfying the regularity assumptions of Section 2. As to notions from potential theory, we follow the terminology used in [7] .
For any subdomain co cz O.o, the Sobolev space W^^o) consists of those functions which belong to L^co) together with their derivatives of order 1 and 2. For p > n, any function in Wfo^co) coincides a.e. in co with a function of class C^. A continuous function u is called L-harmonic in G) if u e W?o^(<*>) with n < p < oo and Lu = 0 a.e. in <o. As Bony [3] has shown, we then get a harmonic sheaf satisfying the axioms of Brelot.
Let Q cz O.o be a subdomain in which there exists a positive L-potential. In [2, Chap. 4], Boboc and Musta^a construct for any given y e Q. an L-potential Py in Q. of support {y} in the case when the coefficients of L are Holder continuous. Their proof will carry over to our case, since the minimum principle and the existence and uniqueness theorems for the Dirichlet problem still hold there, as shown by Bony [3] . Boboc and Musta^a assume that the coefficient a is non-positive, but this is no restriction because of a well-known argument found e.g. in [7, Using this Py, we introduce the sheaf of L*-harmonic functions as defined in Herve [5] . It satisfies the axioms of Brelot. Since the behaviour of Py{x) as x -> y is similar to that of the Newtonian kernel, the results of Herve [5, p. 568] will carry over. This means that thinness of subsets of 0. and regularity of boundary points of open subsets in the Lor L*-theory will coincide with the same notions in classical potential theory.
We then have the following results. 
for x e c)co. The density -bG^rr, i/)/^v,c is continuous and strictly positive on <)co.
Here G^ is the Green's function of L in co, and b/bv is the exterior conormal derivative on ^u. Finally, dS is the area measure of b(x). Indications of proof. -Using Theorem 1, we prove Theorem 2 by a method which is quite analogous to that of [7, Theorem 1] . The necessary Schauder estimates for Sobolev spaces can be found e.g. in Miranda [6, Sec. 37] , and they are also used to prove the formula in Theorem 3, following the method of [7, Sec. 5] . The continuity of dcr^/dS is also obtained in this way, and to show that this density is strictly positive, we observe that Theorem 3, IV of [6] and its proof generalize to functions in W 2^ for p > n. As to Theorem 4, finally, we can repeat the argument of [7, Sec. 6] . 
